February 12th, 2017

WHY EVOLUTION FAILS
WHERE THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION CONFLICT
“The grass withereth, the flower fadeth:
but the word of our God shall stand for ever. “
~ Isaiah 40:8
1. The Failure of Evolution
a. The Bible and evolution teach different things – they are in conflict
b. Christians believe the Bible is God’s word, Jesus is Truth, and all will be judged thereto
c. This not a lesson for atheists, pantheists, humanists – they serve false gods
i. What is most important in the universe? What/who is to revered above all?
d. The lesson for Christians: the Bible and evolution conflict, choose whom you will serve
e. Pope errs saying Bible doesn’t say how the heavens are made, only how to get there
f. Creation science apologetics use science, but even creation science changes
g. God’s word stands for ever, man’s doesn’t - Isa 40:8, 1Pe 1:24-25, Mat 5:18, Lu 16:17
2. What Saith the Scripture? – Rom 4:3, Gal 4:30
a. Every fundamental of Christianity is put into question by evolution
b. Faith - Heb 11:1, Faith is evidence of things NOT seen (evolution cannot be observed)
i. Evolutionists say they need time – but over time the Bible is being proven right
ii. People will give themselves time, and scientists time, but not God
c. The beginning in Gen 1:1, Heb 1:10-12; Prov 8:23, Psa 119:160, 1 Cor 8:6
i. The order of things in Genesis 1 does not match the evolution order
d. What does a day mean? – How many days are in a week? - Exo 20:11
e. Genealogies - The Bible explains true history - Gen 5, Gen 10, Matt 1, Luke 3:38
f. Life is in Christ (not spontaneous generation from a rock) – John 1:1-4
g. Miracles – Jesus walked on water, multiplied loaves, turned water to wine, resurrected
h. Incarnation – Jesus had a Y chromosome (he was male) without evolution
i. Jesus says to believe Moses – John 5:46-47, 5:39
j. God cares for creation and the animals – Matt 10:29
k. Adam, Eve, Eden, Noah all existed as people – Mark 10:6, Matt 24:37, Eze 28:13
l. Angels are ministering spirits – Heb 1:14, who did they minister to? Did they evolve?
m. Sin and salvation – “by one man” sin entered the world - Romans 5:12, 16-18
n. The fall of humanity – the curse – “very good” - Gen 1:31; Rev 22:3
o. The thrones and powers of God were invisible! – Col 1:16
p. The purpose of the world was for man to have dominion – Gen 1:27-28
q. Death is the enemy, not the tool of bringing life – 1 Cor 15:26
r. The future – will the end of things take millions of years? Isa 34:4, Rev 6:13-14
s. Judgment day and the new creation – 1 Cor 15:51-53; 2 Peter 3:6-12, Heb 9:27
3. Conclusion
a. Evolution fails when it conflicts with the word of God that never fails
i. Without one Christian scientist (there are many), the Bible would still stand
ii. How do you know it is God’s word? Matt 16:21, 1 Thess 2:13, Rom 10:17
b. Evolution is bankrupt scientifically; it is failing, changing, and will go away in time
c. 2 Peter 3:3-7 mentions last day scoffers will believe in the beginning of creation
i. Creation can be taught without the Bible – Judaism, deism, agnosticism
d. The real need is for preachers to preach faith in God’s word (Bible) over man’s

Comparing Creation in the Bible to Evolution
“How long halt ye between two opinions? If the LORD be God, follow him” – 1 Kings 18:21
The Biblical order of creation does not align with the current teaching of the order of
evolution. Reconciliation requires fundamentally changing the Bible or the theory. Since
God’s words are true from the beginning (Rom 3:4, Psa 119:89 & 119:160), evolutionary theory
about origins must be wrong*.

Order of Creation in the Bible

Order of Evolution

God created matter in the beginning
Earth created before the sun and stars
Light shone on earth before the sun
Oceans made before the land
Land plants are created before marine life
Fowl (birds) made before land animals
Whales made before land mammals
God created man
Man created from the dust of the earth
Man created before woman
Man made before it rained
God made all things in six days
Creation complete
Man the cause of sin and death in the world

Matter existed in the beginning
Sun and stars existed before the earth
Sun is the first light on the earth
Land existed before the oceans
Marine life existed before land plants
Land reptiles evolved into birds
Whales come after land mammals
Man created God
Man evolved from stardust
Woman needed before man
It rained before man existed
Nothing made all things over billions of years
‘Creative’ process still occurring
Death before man, not a result of sin

*The Real Problem is often missed when talking about evolution
The problem is not descent with modification (true); it is ascent by modification (not true)
The problem is not natural selection (true); it is natural creation (not true)
The problem is not genetic mutation (true); it is genetic creation (not true)
The problem is not life diversity with changes (true); it is life origins without limitation
The problem is not survival of the fittest; it is the arrival of the fittest

